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9/11: Eternal Pretext, Eternal War

By Larry Chin, September 11, 2015

The  false  flag  operation  of  9/11  was  not  an  “intelligence  failure”.  It  was  the  greatest
“intelligence success” and criminal operation in history. The Bush/Cheney administration’s
9/11 atrocity set in motion the world war that continues to expand and metastasize to this
day.

The Moral Decoding of 9-11: Beyond the U.S. Criminal State, The Grand Plan for a
New World Order

By Prof. John McMurtry, September 11, 2015

Who was behind the continuous false information and non-stop repetition of “foreign Arab
terrorists” when no proof of guilt existed? Who was blocking all independent inquiry?

Silencing a Whistle-Blower, Gladio B and the Origins of ISIS. Sibel Edmonds

By Michael Welch, Sibel Edmonds, and Jonathan WIlson, September 11, 2015

“So  that  Operation  Gladio  turned  into  a  different  operation,  the  same Modus  Operandi,  of
creating false flag events, synthetically created terror units, um as Islamic fanatic units, that
would create these terror events, thus the chaos associated with it, thus…

The Post 9/11 Era: “The Fourteen Year War OF Terror”

By Prof. James F. Tracy, September 11, 2015

The “war on terror” is a 14-year-old lie foisted on the world by forces hostile to the US
Constitution. This has been and remains a “war OF terror” waged against all people.
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9/11 Truth: The Mysterious Collapse of WTC Seven

By David Ray Griffin, September 11, 2015

At 5:21 in the afternoon of 9/11, almost seven hours after the Twin Towers had come down,
Building 7 of the World Trade Center also came down. The collapse of this building was from
the beginning considered a mystery.

The Truth behind 9/11: Who Is Osama Bin Laden?

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, September 11, 2015

At 11 o’clock, on the morning of 911, the Bush administration had already announced that
Al Qaeda was responsible for the attacks. That same evening at 9.30 pm, a “War Cabinet”
was formed and at 11.00 pm, the “War on Terrorism” was officially launched.
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